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CSM DOMIO
Mental Health Clinic, Domio
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year    
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Trieste
1999 - 2004
A.S.S. 1 triestina 

The riqualification of the Mental Health Center in the Domio neighborhood 
of Trieste has dealt with the modernisation of the existing building and the 
its extension by the construction of a new structure.
The aim was to improve the general functionality by works of redistribution 
of interiour spaces and renew a more direct relationship of interiour and 
exteriour.

The functions have been redistributed in a process of participated design: 
during the meetings with the operators the needs and requests emerged 
theat have, then, led to compositive decisions.
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The functions have been redistributed on the two levels:
- on the ground floor the structures relative to the recepion and first aid, 
the rooms for the medical staff, a kernel of sanitari spaces for the operators 
and users and the changing rooms for the personnel;
- on the first floor the rooms for short term hospitalization, day hospital, 
the infirmary and the dining room.

The transformation of the outside area, formerly asfalt, into a garden has 
allowed to create a strong relationship between inner and outer spaces, the 
latter becoming an integrating element of the overall requalification.
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The new metal structure that envelopes the building allowed for a large 
balcony on the first floor and a portico at the ground level which creates a 
continuity of the ground floor of the building and the outside, which can be 
identified in three distinct areas:
- parking space, exclusively for the operators
- area destined for gardening and social and therapeutic activities
- the lawn dedicated to demonstrations
In the garden, delimitated towards the street and towards the neighboring 
properties by a bamboo hedge, the choice of the flowers has been operated 
in the way that their blossoming marks the change of the seasons.
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CSM DOMIO
the garden

  
 

  

ground floor, garden

1   malus f lor ibunda (melo da f iore)
2   prunus Cheal’s weeping (ciligio da f iore)
3   f icus car ica (f ico)
4   hydrangea macrophylla (or tensia)
5   r ibes rosso / nero
6   ir is barbate blu violetto
7   rosmar inus of f icinalis

8    kolkwitzia amabilis pink cloud
9    osmanthus delavayi (osmanto)
10  abelia grandif lora Edward Goucher
13  trachelospermum jasminoides (gelsomino)
14  clematis Comtesse de Bouchard (clematide)
15  lavatera olbia rosea 
16  clematis tetra-rose (clematide montana)

17  tilia tormentosa argentea (tiglio)
18  choisya ternata
19  vaccynum cor ymbosum (mir tillo amer icano)
20  hedera elix sagittaefolia (edera)
21  phyllostachys humlis (bambù)
22  spirea Vanhoutte (spirea)
23  thymus serpyllum minor (timo)

TREES AND SHRUBS SPECIES


